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Local Leaf EV in Stock Now!

Beat the Petrol Price Hike!

Electricity companies are making a fortune at our expense, and
yet they pay us a pittance for the solar power we send back to
the grid.
By replacing petrol with solar power in an all electric Nissan
Leaf, every kWH of your solar power will save you 70 cents.

SOLAR

FREEDOM

This means that you can pay for your as new Nissan Leaf and
solar in as little as five years from the savings you will make
from not buying grid-power or petrol.

Live Your Dreams
Powered by the Sun
Shine Golden!

888 Solar Tek has a continuous supply of near new, Japanese
built Nissan Leafs at our Solar Powered office in Federal, so
book a test drive today. We also supply off grid or on grid solar
charging solutions so you never have
to use fossil fuels again.

Imagine being completely free, producing all the power your need The Nissan Leaf is the leading
electric car in Australia and we
for your home, business and car from solar on your roof.
have a great supply of late
No electricity bills. No need to buy petrol, gas or oil ever again.
model Nissan Leaf's with 24, 30 or 40
This is possible now and it is cheaper to use the sun to set yourself kWh batteries in great condition
from $21,888. Call Vincent to
free than stay chained to the smoke and fumes of a dying
arrange a test drive today.
petrochemical age.

www.echo.net.au

Test Drive
Today

Off Grid Power
For Everyone!

New Off Grid Technology Release
Provides Cheaper, Better Solar
Power Than Ever Before

Rebates Available for Off Grid Now!

The good news is that the prices of off grid power systems have
come down while the quality and performance has gone up. It is
now quite affordable to go off grid and protect your family from
blackouts, high electricity prices and natural disasters .
888 Solar Tek are off grid specialists with over 700 solar battery
systems installed in the Northern Rivers over the last 8 years.

The Best Technology in Solar Power,
Off Grid, Residential & Business
Call Vincent Selleck
for a Free
Consultation

www.888solartek.com.au

Lic.No. 334826C

Ph 02 6688 4480
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‘Corporation, n. An ingenious device
for obtaining individual profit without
individual responsibility.’ – Ambrose
Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary.
Not much has changed in the
arrogance of many corporations since
Ambrose Bierce published those words
in 1911. For us individuals, however,
the world has become a much more
dangerous place.
There’s no more ‘do you believe in
climate change?’. It is now a matter of
working out how, and at what speed, we
can respond to and mitigate the worst
aspects of global heating. An essential
part of that is corporate responsibility.
Insurance groups, banks, or other
businesses that underwrite and develop
the next gas or coal project – egged on
by a careless government – endanger
our future and should be held to
account. But the past follies of corporations need to be examined as well.
In an April 2021 report The Australia
Institute estimated that in 2020–21,
‘Australian federal and state governments provided a total of $10.3 billion
worth of spending and tax breaks
to assist fossil fuel industries. The
$7.8 billion cost of the fuel tax rebate
alone is more than the budget of the
Australian Army. Over the longer term,
$8.3 billion is committed to subsidising gas extraction, coal-fired power,
coal railways, ports, carbon capture
and storage, and other measures.’ –
https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/
fossil-fuel-subsidies-in-australia.

Scott Morrison in 2017 nursing his much-loved
lump of coal in Australian Parliament saying ‘this
is coal, don’t be afraid’.
Not only are we paying billions of
dollars in handouts to these companies,
they walk away with massive profits to
fuel their high-carbon-cost lifestyles,
which include private jets and super
yachts. In the meantime they appear to
expect the lowly taxpayer to foot the bill
for climate disasters.
And we are footing the bill right
now. The costs of the ‘uprecedented’
Black Summer bushfires and now the
‘unprecedented’ 2022 flooding are
being paid for not only through our
rates and taxes but in the destruction
of our homes and towns as well as in
our experiences of trauma. This is a
direct result of companies, businesses,
governments, and individuals denying
the science of climate change. They

Coal mining in the Hunter
Valley. Photo MaxPhillips/
flicker.com

have fuelled the ‘culture wars’, leading
to doubt and fear and a failure to
take the essential actions required
to mitigate the impacts of climate
change.
Those who have behaved in such
a reckless manner with our lives
should be held legally and financially
responsible.
People are dying, many of us have
lost homes and livelihoods – and that is
here on the north coast of NSW and on
the east coast of Australia. Other people
are losing even more; their entire countries are sinking below the rising seas.
Now is the time to stand up and make
your voice heard for change.
– Aslan Shand, editor

Towards zero with Juno Energy
‘Years of High Prices Ahead’, AGL, 23 April, 2022
We have 12 years plus experience reducing energy prices for homes,
businesses, and local government. With a portfolio of the toughest, smartest
technology including Enphase Micro inverters, Sunpower Maxeon panels, and
Tesla Powerwall 2, installed by skilled local teams we’ve got this.

Our Habitat, Office 26, 20-1 Porter St, Byron Bay
Finance available
EV advice and services available
Call today for a no pressure chat
26 The Byron Shire Echo May 4, 2022

www.junoenergy.com.au

0425 256 802 sales@junoenergy.com.au
electrical licence no. 255292C CEC member since 2010

www.echo.net.au
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Community action success celebrates 25 years
Aslan Shand

‘To go to the beach and see our
25 years in the trees and other plants
transforms the visit. It is our creation
to a degree, and we love it!’

T

wenty-five years ago on
Sunday, March 9, 1997 the
Green and Clean Awareness
Team (GCAT) launched in Byron
with the aim to provide an ‘ongoing
program of clean-up sites and
recycling’ to ‘clean up the Bay’ and
it is still going strong.
The principle behind the GCAT
was bringing together locals and
businesses who had a passion for
cleaning up Byron Bay and maintain the beaches and dunes.
‘We had some years with Tidy
Towns, but saw the new model of
GCAT better suited our community,’
said one of the founders and continuing member, Veda Turner.
‘We wanted community volunteers being supported by a team of
local businesses and government
to bring about environmental
repair and renewal. We have had
25 years support from several businesses including the Beach Cafe,
The Cellar, and Meads Meats.’
The GCAT have been involved
in numerous campaigns over the
years including ‘Bin Ya Butts’, ‘Show
your heart’s in Byron’, the ‘Waste
Cart’ as well as cleaning up the
Belongil Creek and more.
‘Seeing the continuing support
we have from volunteers and businesses has been awesome,’ said

www.echo.net.au

The Green and Clean Awareness Team celebrating 25 years of successful
environmental action and rehabilitation in Byron Bay. Photo Jeff Dawson
Veda.
‘We have many volunteers who
have been coming for close to 20
years, so the social benefits and
positive friendships are a great
support in a town that is becoming more fragmented by tourism
impacts.’

Beach and dune
regeneration
While they have had limited
engagement with the younger
demographic, Veda said they have
had the support of and worked
with Byron Rangers and Positive
Change, who have been working

with younger environmentally
driven people locally.
‘The protection and regeneration of the dunes at Clarkes and
Main Beach is our only project at
this moment,’ explained Veda.
‘The dune camping was a big
problem for regen of the dunes,
and when we lost the dunes last
year there were truckloads of waste
left in there that volunteers, Council, and Marine Parks dealt with.
‘Our success in regenerating a
diverse environment along the hind
dunes in Byron with lots of assistance from our wider “team” has
been a source of pride. The recent
erosion has had a big impact, but

there remain the bones of what
we had achieved and our spirit
remains to protect and expand the
diversity that is left.
‘Many GCAT stalwarts are also
involved with the Paterson St
Hilltop Reserve, which is protecting
an area of dwarf heath near the
water tower. Many in our group
where also part of the campaign
to prevent development on the
hilltops. This led to the Arakwal NP
expanding and the Hilltop Reserve
being created.’
The GCAT say that their principal focus for the group now is
‘responding to nature’s cycles at
Clarkes and Main Beach’ and they
are hoping to bolster their current
program with grant funding for
the ‘big job ahead of returning the
dunes to a more resilient state’.
‘From our perspective, this will
include establishing dune grasses
on the foredune, and planting out
some areas of Dening Park behind
the Main Beach dune to re-establish
the buffer area,’ Veda explained.
‘For me and many group

members, the sense of belonging
to these beautiful landscapes is a
massive personal positive. To go
to the beach and see our 25 years
in the trees and other plants transforms the visit. It is our creation to a
degree, and we love it! It is practical
“looking after country” and it also
looks after us of course.’
The GCAT is always happy to
welcome new members of all ages
to come and get involved in the
work they continue to do maintaining the dunes and beaches.
‘For anyone with an interest
in environmental action, we
provide an opportunity to work
with a group of committed locals
and create new friendships while
enhancing the wonderful local
environment,’ said Veda.
The GCAT meets on the third
Sunday of every month. They
gather at 9am behind the Beach
Cafe in the small park; their tall
green banner is visible, and moves
with them as they move through
their work site throughout the
morning.
‘Our activity sign-on is important
to attend as we plan the morning
and then spend some time cleaning
litter in the area before beginning
the regen work at 10am. At 12 we
have our free volunteers’ BBQ lunch
and prize draw of sponsored goodies,’ said Veda.
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‘Unprecedented’ but not unpredicted – we are now suffering from our failure to

A

s Australians head into
another election season
just as many parts of the
east coast are recovering from
‘unprecedented’ flooding since
February, and the national psyche
is still reeling from the trauma
of the ‘unprecedented’ Black
Summer bushfires before that, it is
critical now more than ever to vote
according to your environmental
conscience and fear for the future.
Now is the time for widespread
recognition that for the last 30
years, our political parties (and the
coalition in particular) have so far
spectacularly failed to fully recognise the then emerging (and now
blindingly obvious) climate crisis,
and to act in a way that is in any
way proportionate to the dangers
that we faced, and are now living
through.

Predictions of more
extreme drought, fire
and flood are here
For indeed, what we are currently witnessing is the ramping
up of the frequency and severity
of natural disasters that was predicted by scientists over thirty years
ago. In 1990, The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
First Assessment Report warned that
‘climate change causes increased

frequencies of droughts and fires’,
and that ‘losses (of forests) by
wildfire will be increasingly extensive’. It predicted that ‘fire severity
will increase’, and also stated that
‘the predicted changes in climate
may also affect the frequency and
intensity of coastal storms and
hurricanes’.
In 1995, the Second IPCC
Assessment Report identified
many potentially serious climate
change impacts and confirmed that
‘warmer temperatures will lead to
a more vigorous hydrological cycle;
this translates into prospects for
more severe droughts and/or floods
in some place’. It reported that ‘several models indicate an increase in
precipitation intensity, suggesting a
possibility for more extreme rainfall
events’, and predicted ‘an increase
in the occurrence of extremely hot
days and a decrease in the occurrence of extremely cold days’ owing
to global warming. The report also
predicted ‘an increase in some
regions in the incidence of extreme
high-temperature events’ and that
all these different impacts would
have ‘resultant consequences
for fires, pest outbreaks, and…
primary productivity’.
Twenty-seven years ago, the
IPCC predicted that the near-term
impact of climate change on
ecology, society, and the economy
would be as a result of changing
the intensity, seasonal timing,

The ‘unprecedented’ Black Summer fires of 2019–20. Photo Ewan Willis
and spatial distribution of storms,
floods, and droughts. On the
coasts, it stated that ‘climate
change clearly will increase the
vulnerability of some coastal
populations to flooding and erosional land loss.’ It also stated that
‘coastal ecosystems, such as coral
reefs, were particularly at risk from
the impacts of climate change’,
and predicted that ‘changes in
these ecosystems would have
major negative effects on tourism,
freshwater supplies, fisheries, and
biodiversity’.
A mere three years later, in
1998, the Great Barrier Reef (GBR)
experienced its first widespread
mass bleaching of corals, coinciding with the first global mass coral

Affordable
Easy to install
Sustainably sourced
Eco-friendly living

KITS STARTING FROM

$9,990

S H E D S | S T U D I O S | C A B I N S | D I Y O R I N S TA L L E D

Dr Willow Halgren

bleaching event that year, which
was owed to a particularly strong El
Niño event (which is typically associated with hotter, drier weather in
eastern Australia).

One stitch in time is now
nine…
Two decades into the 21st
century and we have witnessed so
many of these predicted natural
disasters that have occurred on
an unprecedented level – either
in terms of intensity or spatial
extent. Only three years ago, many
parts of Australia were in the grip
of the most severe drought on
record – in 2019, our rainfall was
the lowest since records began;

many towns ran out of water and
had to truck water in. This drought,
along with ‘unprecedented’
extreme heatwaves, saw much of
eastern Australia burn in the Black
Summer bushfires, the extent and
ferocity and impact of which were
‘unprecedented’.
Fast forward two years (through
a global pandemic!) and so far
this year is currently the wettest on record in many parts of
Australia. ‘Unprecedented’ rainfall
has contributed to widespread,
devastating floods along the
already La Niña-sodden east coast,
not once, but twice in a period of
just over a month. While no single
flood is directly attributable to
climate change, physics dictates
that as our atmosphere warms, its
capacity to hold moisture increases
(at an increasing rate) – it can hold
around seven per cent more moisture per degree of heating. As Australia has warmed by 1.4 degrees
since temperature measurements
began this means that weather
systems are being supercharged by
all that extra heat and moisture in
the atmosphere.
The oceans are also heating at an
alarming rate. Recently, the Great
Barrier Reef experienced its sixth
mass coral bleaching event and the
fourth mass bleaching event in the
last six years. This should set some
pretty loud alarm bells ringing, since
scientists have established that

Painted Earth: For Every Type of Habitat
Caring for our planet as we beautify homes & workspaces
Natural, eco-friendly finishing products support better health.
Ideal for interior and exterior walls and floors, and furniture.
Painted Earth sells Australia’s largest range of high-quality, non-toxic paints,
renders and wood finishes.
Established over 20 years. Expert, knowledgeable, local service.
Trades welcome: 10% discount for orders over $2,000, 3 months redemption.

VIEW OUR RANGE AT

www.cabinlife.com.au
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Visit our showroom: 1 Brigantine St Byron Bay
Mon-Fri, 7.30am – 4pm
Sat, 10am – 2pm
0431 721 073

Order online.
www.painted-earth.com.au
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listen to scientists’ predictions of the impacts of climate change 30 years ago
damaged coral reefs need at
least 9–12 years to fully recover from
bleaching events and an insufficient
gap between recurring bleaching
events will hinder the full recovery of
a coral reef.
What’s even more concerning
than the unprecedented frequency
and scale of coral bleaching events
seen so far is that, for the first time
since records began, this year’s
bleaching occurred under La Niña
conditions, which usually means
cooler, wetter conditions on the
east coast. This points to just how
much the heating of the planet has
warmed the oceans that a cool,
wet La Niña summer could result in
another reef-bleaching event. Only
the stout-hearted would enquire
about the odds of the reef not
bleaching for long enough to allow
it to fully recover on our current
emissions trajectory.
This observed increase in the
frequency and severity of natural
disasters that we are currently
enduring is very good evidence that
our climate has already changed,
and the scientists’ predictions of 30
years ago (https://bit.ly/3rYNBjA)
are now our lived reality.
What’s more, the same scientists
who first predicted these impacts
of global warming are telling us
that unless we dramatically reduce
carbon emissions as fast as possible, and change the way live on
this planet, things are only going

to get worse. If we continue on the
same path, there is a danger the
impact of the term ‘unprecedented’
on a disaster-weary population
will be (has been?) dulled through
overuse. It would be a pity if the
increasing use of the language of
disaster actually led to a numb
complacency and stymied muchneeded action.

Split-brained, alienhanded climate policy
in Australia
Of course, it would have been
much easier, and far less costly,
to avoid these impacts of climate
change if we had listened to the
scientists 30 years ago and acted
appropriately. But we, the voting
public, have been subjected to,
and have largely lapped up, the
lies, spin, and propaganda of the
fossil-fuel industry and the vested
interests within our political class,
whose modus operandi has been
to deny the science for as long
as politically convenient. When
denial was no longer politically
feasible, the current government
has striven to be seen to be doing
something while getting away
with doing as little as possible
(https://bit.ly/3ETDPES).
Except for actual emissions reduction from Gillard’s
carbon-pricing mechanism
(www.abc.net.au/news/2021-07-26/

Roads were washed away in Main Arm
during the ‘unprecedented’ floods of
2022. Photo Jimmy Priestly
Right: Seeking refuge during the second
flood in 2022. Photo Paul Balckmore
carbon-tax-has-come-back-tohaunt-the-government/100322396),
Australia has frittered away three
decades during which we could
have been steadily working to
smoothly veer our society onto a
climate-sustainable path. Instead,
despite both sides of politics being
initially on board with the idea of
taxing carbon, we have failed to act
with the appropriate urgency and
now find ourselves trying to save
our civilisation from the approaching raging inferno with a gardenhose-grade climate policy.

A policy which – in an expensive
exercise in deckchair rearrangement – has seen the current federal
government commit a billion more
dollars to saving the Great Barrier
Reef from everything from poor
water quality owing to runoff, to
crown of thorns starfish and illegal
fishing but not committing to
achieve net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050. Meanwhile,
the NSW government has indeed
committed to this, and even committed to a 50 per cent reduction in
emissions by 2030, which is in line

with what the science says is necessary – but then recently approved a
$400m coal mine expansion in the
state’s northwest that would result
in almost half a billion tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions.
If ever there were a time to
close the gap between politically
feasible climate action, and what
the overwhelming majority of
climate scientists deem necessary
to avert a climate catastrophe in
the coming decades, this is it. The
scientists are telling us ‘it’s now
or never’. Without ‘immediate and
deep emissions reductions across
all sectors… it will be impossible
to limit global warming to 1.5°C
(https://bit.ly/3vO6Hdl). The
next few years are critical, so this
coming election is the one where
we must demand that our politicians act according to what the
science says needs to be done.
Else, one could well characterise
the 30 years of IPCC reports as the
scribblings of a Cassandra figure
(cursed to utter true prophecies to
disbelievers) in an evolving Greek
tragedy set on a planetary stage,
where a deeply flawed protagonist
(Humanity) is either unwilling or
incapable of averting a looming
climate crisis, and only gradually
gains the courage to act decisively
after the possibility of changing the
course of events has passed. These
sorts of plays tend not to end well.
We have been warned…

 TAMARASMITH.ORG.AU

PEACE, LOVE
& REGEN AG
The Greens are the
only party with a policy on
regenerative agriculture, to:
keep farms viable
nourish soils
grow healthy produce
boost farmers’ resilience
protect the environment

TERM 2 COURSE PROGRAM
OUT NOW
ENROL NOW TO SECURE YOUR SPOT

byroncollege.org.au
www.echo.net.au

RTO: 90013
02 6684 3374

MEMBER FOR BALLINA
 02 6686 7522
 ballina@parliament.nsw.gov.au
 Shop 1, 7 Moon Street, Ballina NSW 2478
Authorised by Tamara Smith MP, Member for Ballina.
Produced using parliamentary entitlements.
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Sustainable alternatives to leather now and in the future
David Lowe

T

he leather industry is an
environmental disaster.
Consider that it takes 17,000
litres of water to make 1kg of
leather, with every tannery a toxic
time bomb and cattle ranching
contributing heavily to global
deforestation. Tannery workers
face poisoning risks from chromium, formaldehyde, and arsenic,
with vegetable-based options little
better. It’s been estimated that a
pair of leather boots have a climate
footprint equivalent to 66kg of CO2.
While many people still regard
leather as a ‘natural’ product, which
would otherwise be wasted, both
the meat and dairy industries earn
income from leather sales, which
they describe as a ‘co-product’. In
many places leather supply chains
run in parallel to meat supply
chains, affecting primarily very
young animals. The level of cruelty
depends on the jurisdiction, and the
cheapest suppliers have the worst
animal and worker protections.
Leather is incredibly useful stuff
though, and for a long time there
were no real alternatives. Fortunately
this is no longer true. In 2022 there
is a profusion of other options on
the market, with more on the way.

Isn’t it just plastic?
The first leather alternatives
were indeed oil-based, starting

López Velarde and Marte Cázarez with cactus leather. Photo Desserto
with vinyl and then diversifying into
a bewildering range of products,
some virtually indistinguishable
from the ‘real thing’ and able to
breathe. Better for the vegan conscience perhaps, but not exactly
sustainable. While pioneers in this
space like Melbourne’s Vegan Wares
are sadly no longer with us, there
are other local businesses focused
on re-using waste products to do
the job of leather, such as Byron
Bay’s own WozWaste, which uses
fair trade relationships to create
wallets, handbags and many other
items from things like old tyres and
industrial belts. Recycled sails can
be used to make bags and camping
accessories.
One of the biggest problems
with animal leather (and fossil-fuelbased alternatives) is waste,
with these products taking many

Every
purchase
funds ocean
clean-ups.

Byron born and raised
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years to break down, owing to the
impermeability that makes them
so useful, so anything that keeps
them out of landfill is a win for the
environment.

Organic alternatives
Imaginative designers are looking both forwards and backwards
for alternatives to animal skins.
Since ancient times, the bark of
the cork tree has been valued for
its flexibility and sustainability (the
tree is not killed when the cork is
harvested, and has to be nurtured
for the long term, ie 300 years).
Cork is now being used for everything from hats to handbags, and
ticks a lot of boxes. It’s lightweight,
water resistant, vegan, and recyclable. The Cork Shop at Byron Bay is
full of surprising cork items.
For products where durability is

of primary importance, like shoes,
designers are using leathers made
from otherwise wasted by-products
of crops including pineapple (commercialised as Piñatex), coconut,
apples (using cores and skins), teak,
palms, nettles, and bananas (using
treated leaves). You can even make
leather from the grape waste products of wine production. The Italian
company Vegea is doing this now.
Ugandan fig-tree bark, once
used to make leathers for royalty,
is now being exported to the world
as a product called Barktex, and is
suitable for clothing, footwear, and
furniture.
Waxed canvas and organic cotton
are making a comeback for some
leather-like applications, as is hemp,
which is stronger and more durable
while requiring fewer chemicals and
less water for its production.

Spiky stuff
In Sri Lanka, fine fibre agave
‘leather’ has been woven for centuries and is now being exported,
creating sustainable bags and
fashion accessories.
Cactuses such as the prickly
pear plant (which once devastated
Australia) are now being used in
Mexico to create a fantastic array
of products with similar durability,
flexibility, and strength characteristics to leather, but without the
drawbacks.
The Desserto cactus product,

Amazing body care & home cleaning products,
delivered to your door (carbon negative)
minus the single-use plastic.

zeroco.com.au

literally a green leather, was
brought to market by brilliant
brothers Adrián López Velarde and
Marte Cázarez. It has already been
shown at leather fairs and been
made into numerous products. The
brothers point out that cacti fields
require little water and are also
major carbon sinks, with only the
mature leaves being harvested.
Fans of the Vikings TV show,
starring Australian Sam Corlett,
who is a vegan, might be surprised
to know all his leather-looking costumes are actually made of cactus.

Leathers of the future
Lab-grown leather is now a
reality, using stem-cell engineering
to build bespoke leather, minus the
cruelty. American company Modern
Meadow argue that their product
is far more sustainable than traditional leather.
Meanwhile the ever-versatile
fungi family of organisms is bringing us mushroom leather. Marketed
under such names as MuSkin, this
is an entirely organic textile, which
has the additional advantage of
being grown to the specific size and
shape needed for designs, minimising waste and needing few energy
inputs.
Softer than suede, breathable,
antibacterial, and able to be
waterproofed without harmful
chemicals, mushroom leather
might be the next big thing!

You order.
We deliver.
You return.
We refill.

Untrashing the Planet
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What does the current federal government
solar discount mean for you?
The Federal Government provides a solar discount to home
owners and businesses in Australia that install a small scale
renewable energy system (solar, wind or hydro under the
Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES) to help
with the purchase cost. Installing an eligible system allows
the creation of Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs).
The number of STCs created is based on:
• the amount of renewable electricity the system produces
or the amount of electricity consumption it reduces
• the climate region where it’s installed.
Under the package, the Federal Government will pay around
$300 per kilowatt towards cost of a solar system.

Let’s break it down
Pamela and Daniel are considering a 5.85kW solar system, supplied
and installed by ProSolar for $7,900. The federal government
discount for this system is $2,592 (at time of publishing). This
brings their system cost down to $5,308 saving them $1,750 per
year enabling them to pay back their investment in 3.03 years!
ProSolar provides advice and guidance in a simple and easy way,
to ensure you select the optimal solution for your home and
budget. This is the best opportunity Northern Rivers families
and business owners have ever had to generate our own power.
For more information, call ProSolar on 0418 240 282.

ProSolar has designed three great deals to help you take advantage of the federal government discount.

4.68kW Solar System
• 12 x JA 390W panels with a 15-year product and 25-year
performance warranty
• 1 x GoodWe 4.2kW inverter with a 10-year premium warranty
• Cost $6,350
• Less federal government discount of $2,088

• Total cost after discount = $4,260

6.66kW Solar System
• 17 x JA 390W panels with a 15-year product and 25-year
performance warranty
• 1 x GoodWe 5kW inverter with a 10-year premium warranty
• Cost $8,500
• Less federal government discount of $2,952

• Total cost after discount = $5,548

8.58kW Solar System
• 20 x JA solar 390W panels with a 15-year product and 25-year
performance warranty
• 1 x GoodWe 8.5kW inverter with a 10-year premium warranty
• Cost $11,600
• Less federal government discount of $3,816

• Total cost after discount = $7,784
The above prices include supply, installation (standard installation on a tin roof)
and GST. The Federal government discount is subject to change at anytime.

ProSolar Australia 91 Lockton Road Bexhill, NSW 2480

0418 240 282 | prosolaraustralia.com.au
www.echo.net.au
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Online sustainability: is it doing anything?
Adel Pheloung

Slacktivism – the
self-deluded idea that by
liking, sharing, or retweeting
something you are helping out

T

he contemporary environmentalism movement has
certainly gained ground since
its inception in the 18th century. In
the past few decades, social media
have aided in garnering worldwide
attention for the cause of saving
the planet. Take, for instance, Greta
Thunberg: within a year of photos
of her standing outside of Sweden’s
Parliament for a school strike for
climate change being circulated
online, seven million students were
joining her across the globe to
protest unsustainable laws enacted
by world leaders.
Online ‘challenges’ that have
spread through social media have
assisted the environmentalism
movement in encouraging community participation. Trends such
as #TrashTag, which peaked in
2019, challenged social media users
to go outside to a polluted location,
and then take before and after
pictures of the cleanup that they
performed. Social media posts are
able to promote positive action to
be taken for the environment, and
can access the insides of people’s
homes, where protests cannot go.
While social media have created
platforms for movements, such as
environmentalism, to potentially
reach millions of people, it has
also given birth to ‘clicktivism’ or

Social media use can be a double-edged sword when it comes to
creating change. Photo www.flickr.com/stretchpay
‘slacktivism’. Slacktivism is defined
by the Urban Dictionary as ‘the selfdeluded idea that by liking, sharing,
or retweeting something you are
helping out’.
Slacktivism has affected all
social movements, and environmentalism has been no exception.
Most social media users will have
encountered some sort of infographic post that asks for reshares
and likes ‘to help spread awareness’ about the issue; whether that
be a post about an endangered
animal species, the dangers of
single-use plastics, etc, resharing it
creates a sense of satisfaction. You
assisted in spreading understanding around an important issue,
after all. But how much are these

online resources actually helping
the movement?

Just one click
There was a recent (2021)
Instagram movement that involved
a ‘sticker’ one could add to a story.
It said ‘We’ll plant 1 tree for every
pet picture’. There ended up being
around four million photos shared
under this sticker. The company
behind this sticker, Plant A Tree
Co, however, has a past of sharing images, asking for reshares
in exchange for donations to be
given/trees planted, and then
deleting these posts, with no proof
of donations etc. The company
then started a fundraiser, so that
they could ‘actually plant 4 million

CERTIFIED ORGANIC FREE RANGE EGGS

trees’. There is still no proof of Plant
A Tree Co having ever followed
through on their promises.
Not only has slacktivism been
created through social media, but
so has the commodification of
‘sustainability’. Metal water bottles,
metal straws, metal takeaway
containers, bamboo clothing;
the popularity of these items has
surged alongside the sustainability movement. The idea of
traditionally single-use items being
recreated as reusable, of clothing
made without plastic and with less
water, is brilliant – in theory. Unfortunately, the push of ‘sustainable’
products through online influencers has created a new problem in
and of itself. People are throwing
out items that are usable and
functional, to replace them with a
more sustainable version. Which
is only adding to landfill problems
and mass production.
The online sustainability movement has flaws other than slacktivism and increasing consumerism.
The lack of accessibility within the

movement is huge. Eco-friendly
alternatives are heavily pushed by
influencers, yet tend to be timeand money-consuming.
Sustainable products and
lifestyles, within western society at
least, are significantly more expensive than their less eco-friendly
counterparts. Non-sustainable
items, such as clothing made from
synthetic materials, single-use
plastic, etc, are used by businesses
because they are inexpensive,
pumped out of a factory by underpaid workers; profit can easily be
made and yet retail prices can
remain low. This sad reality means
that many lower-income families
are financially unable to buy handmade hemp outfits, to fork out $$
for a set of metal straws. And so the
sustainability movement excludes
others by pushing an entirely dedicated lifestyle, rather than making
small suggestions that can easily be
incorporated into anyone’s life.
Social media certainly have
benefits for environmentalist
activists. Their companies have
global platforms that don’t require
large gatherings of people to get
attention, and activists can reach
everyone through fun challenges.
However, to ensure that the
positives outweigh the negatives,
online activists need to participate
in more than just liking/sharing
posts that appear on their feeds.

BYRON BAY PORK &
MEATS BUTCHERY

We value the welfare of our feathered friends and that’s why we give
them an idyllic habitat with plenty of space to roam.
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Come in and see our friendly staff for a choice of
local, grassfed, organic, and free-range meats.
All organic, antibiotic and hormone free.

NOW OPEN IN BYRON BAY
130 Jonson St, Byron | 6685 6261
Mon-Fri 6am to 5pm / Sat 6am to 1pm
70 Dalley St, Mullumbimby | 6684 2137
Mon–Fri 6am to 5pm / Sat 6am to midday
www.echo.net.au

Lismore MG

t h e

e a s y

w a y

t o

E V

Two Motors. One Petrol. One Electric.
With dual motor technology, the MG HS Plus EV gives you the flexibility
of driving everyday on electric and using petrol for longer trips.
To find out more visit lismoremg.com.au

^!Warranty T&Cs at www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty.
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Getting hands on to help strengthen communities
in response to climate change
‘If we learned anything from the

floods it’s that there is power in unity.’

Aslan Shand

I

t is about working with nature
and bringing agriculture and
culture together in a way that
works with, rather than against,
nature. It’s permaculture, and
the not-for-profit Northern Rivers
Permaculture Network (NRPN) is
currently being created.
‘On 28 February we had a
meeting where we invited anyone
within the permaculture industry
(professionally and not professionally) to come and brainstorm ways
in which we as an industry can help
plan and prepare for future events
such as what we just experienced,’
said Lauren O’Reilly, who teaches
Permaculture at the Byron Community College.
‘If we learned anything from the
floods it’s that there is power in
unity.’
Ms O’Reilly has also encouraged
a number of students and former
permaculture students to get
involved with the NRPN and its
development.
The fledgling group has put
together a charter and a Permaculture Response to Climate. Their
charter states that ‘In the face of
escalating environmental challenges with widespread social and

Lauren O'Reilly and other local permaculture practitioners came together to begin forming the Northern
Rivers Permaculture Network in response to the recent 'unprecedented' flooding in the Northern Rivers.
Photo supplied
economic impacts, the local permaculture community recognises
the dire need for forward-thinking
solutions toward our region’s longterm resilience.’

Meeting the challenge
The NRPN has identified a
range of challenges faced by the
community when the local towns
and hinterland flooded, including
the need for emergency housing,
mental health plans, and emergency procedures.
‘As an industry we are particularly prepared for and are trained
in helping with challenges such as
these. As we train we learn how to

observe and understand nature
so that we can best work with her.
We are analytical, creative, think
outside the box and make use of
both low- and high-tech technologies,’ they state in their recently
developed mission statement.
‘We are community focused and,
most importantly, we are trained
to design and build for resilience.
This word can mean many different
things but, from a bigger picture,
permaculture perspective this
means we can help our communities to be able to adapt to and minimise the impacts of the challenges
that are to come in the future.’
Part of the response is to look at

Permaculture garden developed as
part of the Byron Community College
permaculture course. Photo supplied

providing ‘training and courses to
the community in permaculture
and general “resilience-based”
courses such as food security, survival information,’ said Ms O’Reilly.

Education key
‘Education is key to how well we
fare in future events, so the college
and the Centre for Permaculture
will be a main player in helping us
to provide [that] training’.
They also recognise the
importance of working with and
alongside with other like-minded
partner organisations and aim to
serve as a hub for a wide range of
permaculture activities including

networking, planning, project
development, consultation,
education, and knowledge
sharing.
‘Ultimately, the NRPN seeks to
organise and provide structure to a
growing permaculture industry at
the forefront of sustainable design.’
The Byron Community College
offers a range of accredited courses
in permaculture from beginners
to advanced if you are looking for
a hands-on understanding of permaculture design. If you would like
to get involved in the NRPN then
call 0473 372 825 or email Lauren
O'Reilly at: freerangechange@
gmail.com.

Innovation is
an electric Kombi
At Southern Cross University we believe innovation
comes from a commitment to doing things differently.
That’s why we partnered with local firm EV Machina, our
Engineering students and the crazy ideas department to
convert our promotional vehicle into one of Australia’s
first electric Kombis. Tomorrow is calling on us to do
better today, and if that means experimenting with
renewable energy and low-emissions technology
to create a cool car, we are ok with that.

scu.edu.au/kombi

CRICOS Provider: 01241G
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First Nations sustainability – creating the future
Belle Budden

have damaged Country in ways we
cannot fully comprehend, and we
have broken Lore.

H

umans were once the
apex predator, the top
animal in the food chain,
and we relied on this mentality for
survival. Since then humans have
evolved, fashioned, tools, culture,
luxuries; we have observed nature
and learnt about natural systems
and transferred this knowledge –
generation to generation.
We evolved to custodians, caretakers, responsible for maintaining
the balance of Country and all of
life within it. In this role we not only
survived; we thrived. We worked
cooperatively – sharing the work,
sharing the bounty, maintaining
the balance in a relationship with
Country. We held the responsibility
as sacred and built our societies,
laws, culture, and beliefs on holding this responsibility to be custodians. This is the framework of First
Nations cultures, an intergenerational responsibility to understand
the cycles of the past to ensure
Country would continue to sustain
life for all species for generations
into the future. First Nations people
have always known that if we care
for Country then Country cares for
us; this is Lore.
The current dominant human
paradigm on Earth has turned its
back on our role as custodians
and begun to exploit the earth for

www.echo.net.au

Operating as a whole

Painting Belle Budden
personal gain. Societies are driven
by individual profit and ignoring
our collective responsibilities to
consider outcomes of our choices
on other life forms around us and
on the planet that sustains us.
We have enjoyed unprecedented
luxury of choice while others
experience unprecedented poverty
and suffering; we have caused
destruction and extinctions. We

The cornerstone to First Nations
approaches to sustainability is the
awareness that all things are connected. The western system tends
to break things down and examine
things at micro levels. We hear how
government often operates in silos;
life is separated and isolated out in
an attempt to understand it. First
Nations peoples look at the interconnectivity of all life and it is these
connections that are essential to
understanding balance required
for meaningful approaches to
sustainability. This is how we care
for Country.
A major barrier to this is an
holistic approach to sustainability
and for Aboriginal people this means
housing. For us the idea of owning
Country is ridiculous. We belong to
Country; it could never belong to us.
It is against our culture to try to own
land; many of us have been forced to
break this belief to provide security
and sustainability in our families.

Intergenerational
oppression
It perplexes me how many
Australians don’t understand
the intergenerational financial

oppression against our people that
has prevented the accumulation
of enough wealth for us to have
the financial options to participate
in the housing market. Australia is
facing a housing crisis of enormous
proportions, which is affecting
many Australians who would have
assumed it their birthright to one
day own a house. For First Nations
people this has been the case
since invasion in 1788. First Nations
housing needs to be prioritised
to restore the balance that was
upset through invasion and the
successive government policies
that were acts of genocide against
our people.

Old ways the new ways
Despite colonisation, environmental injustices, and human
rights violations, indigenous
peoples representing five per cent
of the world’s population protect
80 per cent of global biodiversity
according to National Geographic.
This statistic provides powerful
evidence of the inherent priority
of sustainability to First Nations
cultures globally. We know that
preserving biodiversity is also key
to turning around the climate crisis,
as many of these areas protected
by First Nations peoples are major
carbon sinks.
First Nations culture is trending.
Following the devastating bushfires

in 2019 there was a flurry of interest
in traditional fire management
techniques and more broadly a
theoretical interest in other traditional land-management practices.
Aboriginal people have been living
here in this country for thousands
of years; we have stories and sites
that predate the Ice Age; there is a
considerable body of knowledge to
learn from.
Increasingly, First Nations
people are being asked to support
the strategies for change and
solutions to the complex problems
we face from climate change. Here
in Australia, First Nations people
have fought hard to fulfil our cultural obligations to care for Country; it’s a relief to have a voice in
the conversation but it has come
at a huge cost. Successive Australian governments have assumed
that our people are savages
and have devalued our cultural
knowledge and practices that have
been developed over thousands
of years in a sacred relationship
with Country. Our wellbeing has
been affected by the violation of
our sacred places, our totems, the
waterways, and all life on Country,
our mother. Yet the generosity of
First Nations people is enduring;
we want to work together to
combine ancient knowledge of
Country with technology to find
solutions.
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Will cryptocurrencies benefit or damage the environment?
Ewan Willis

‘One of the central ideas
that makes a currency viable
is the common belief that it
represents an authentic and
stable store of value.’

G

old mining is an environmentally rapacious
and toxic business; but
what about mining bitcoin, commonly known as digital gold?
Bitcoin mining is computationally
expensive and therefore energy
hungry. Increasingly bitcoin mining
facilities, such as the proposed site
at Condong, are positioning themselves to use either surplus energy
production or renewable energy as
a power source.
So, how do cryptocurrencies
compare to traditional currencies?
Well, let’s face it; the value we
ascribe to currency is arbitrary.
Gold has a long history of being a
sweetheart in systems of money
largely on account of its being
scarce enough to provide a degree
of control on the supply but not so
scarce as to prevent it being minted
into coins. We are so used to thinking of gold as being valuable that it
can be easy to forget that, as metals
go, it is fairly useless.
Historically there are some weird
and wonderful examples of currency
such as the Micronesian society that
used huge disks of carved limestone
and relied on the community to
know who owns which disk at any
given time as the disks themselves
were more or less immovable.
One of the central ideas that

Are cryptocurrencies the way of a sustainable future? Photo pxhere.com
makes a currency viable is the
common belief that it represents an
authentic and stable store of value.
Fiat currency, the little plastic
rectangles we carry around in our
pockets, have no value other than
our belief in our government when
they tell us that these things are
money.
Given the combined market
value of around two trillion US dollars we might reasonably conclude
that cryptocurrencies are no less
silly than any other currency and it
looks like they are here to stay.
Many cryptocurrencies including
Bitcoin and Ethereum are underpinned by verifying the validity
of transactions using the concept
of ‘proof of work’. Essentially this
means that a complex numerical
problem needs to be solved for

every transaction that is to be
added to the public distributed
ledger more commonly known as
the blockchain.

Race for zeros
The blockchain is fundamental
to the operation of Bitcoin and
provides a permanent and unmodifiable history of every Bitcoin
transaction that has ever been
enacted. It is therefore fundamentally important that transactions are
verified as accurate. In the case of
Bitcoin this is achieved by performing a cryptographic hash of transaction data together with a tunable
number called a ‘nonce’ to generate
a sequence of 64 hexadecimal characters with the requirement that the
first 17 digits are all zero.
For each and every transaction

a small fee is paid to whomever is
first to come up with a nonce that
satisfies the required number of
leading zero. This is the energyintensive computation that Bitcoin
miners race to achieve using
reasonably large compute facilities.
The goal is to transform excess
and/or renewable energy directly
into economic value in the form of
cryptocurrency.
Globally the energy consumption for this processing is estimated
to be huge: larger than that of
entire countries such as Poland or
the Netherlands. The high energy
footprint is what dictates the need
to utilise cheap and likely renewable sources of energy in order to
be cost competitive. Not all cryptocurrencies are so squanderous but
Bitcoin and Ethereum certainly are
by design.
Validating cryptocurrency
transactions does not need to be
so energy hungry and alternative
models are becoming increasingly
relevant such as ‘proof of stake’
and others.

In the case of sites such as Condong that use biofuels it is not clear
this method actually reduces the
carbon footprint of energy generation. The North East Forest Alliance
(NEFA) spokesperson Susie Russell
says that burning trees in power stations and calling it renewable, clean,
and green is false and misleading.
‘Burning wood in a power station
produces more – about 50 per cent
more – greenhouse gases compared
to that emitted by burning coal,’
said Ms Russell. ‘It not only pollutes
the atmosphere, it destroys the
only working method that we have
to remove carbon from the atmosphere and store it – in trees.’
Notwithstanding these problems
cryptocurrencies may yet have a
role to play for the good. Cryptocurrencies have large communities
of enthusiasts behind them. Sure,
many of these enthusiasts are
excited about getting rich but there
is a bigger picture: cryptocurrencies
threaten to do away with central
banks and there is an ever larger
raft of traditional financial products
such as lending and insurance that
are becoming decentralised.
Cryptocurrencies are about
more than just replacing fiat
currency; they are also creating
a major disruption to a financial
system that systematically fails
to value the environment and
routinely rewards profligacy.

BEER AS A FORCE
FOR GOOD.
Making positive change in our community
and the environment that surrounds us, is
something we take to heart.
In a year that has seen our region face challenges like never
before, we believe in the importance of Stone & Wood stepping
up, giving back and lending a hand.
We are a proud B Corp brewery and work hard to reduce our
energy use and waste output year on year. Our Murwillumbah and
Byron breweries are powered by over 400 solar panels and thanks
to our water efficiency projects, we’re well above industry
standards in water use.
Over the past year, we’ve donated over $215,000 to local
grassroots organisations via our Northern Rivers Large Grants
program and flood relief support. This money has gone to a range
of organisations who are working directly with the community and
the environment. These commitments are ongoing.
We pay our respects to the people of the Arakwal and Bundjalung
nations and the broader community who support us and make the
Northern Rivers such a special place to live and work.
To learn more about our conscious approach to business, visit
stoneandwood.com.au
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Join us for a night of positive change
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Fossil Fuel Free
Surf Session
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Scan QR code for
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Council roundup – What has your council been
Eve Jeffery

‘The transition to circular
economy will improve
our sustainability and the
local economy.’

C

ouncils on the Far North
Coast have had plenty to
keep them busy over the
last few months but they are still
aware of the need for working sustainably to keep the region healthy.

Ballina Council
Ballina feels that as they
continue to recover from this year’s
flood event, the need to create a
more sustainable future for our
community is clear. Ballina Shire
Council has a long history of taking
action on climate change and in
2021, following community consultation, they adopted a new Climate
Change Policy.
The updated policy sets
organisational emissions reduction
targets and provides a framework
for progressing climate change
mitigation, adaptation, and
resilience strategies for Council
and the community. The targets
are more ambitious than the NSW
and Australian governments’. The
aim of these targets is to rapidly cut
operational greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero emissions by 2030,
and use 100 per cent renewable
electricity for Council operations
by 2030. Ballina Shire Council is
now working on an action plan that
outlines how they will reach these
ambitious targets by 2030.

Lismore Council

One of the best innovations of local councils in the last 20 years is the
‘tip shop’, a place where your trash can become someone’s treasure.
Photo supplied
Most councils have some sort
of ‘tip shop’ and Ballina’s Salvage
Shed is a resource-recovery shop
that aims to divert material that
can be recycled or reprocessed
from landfill. It is operated by
Momentum Collective, a not-forprofit community organisation, and
the shop supports their programs.
Items for the Salvage Shed in
Ballina must be taken over the
weighbridge and enter the Waste
Management Centre. This prevents
the Salvage Shed being inundated
with unwanted goods illegally
dumped at the front of the premises and assists their staff to focus
on resource recovery.
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Ballina Council is proud that
the Salvage Shed saves tonnes of
reusable materials from entering
landfill each year, provides sustainable options for everyday items,
and reduces the environmental
impact of buying new.
The facility also has a Kids Salvage Shed Treasure Hunt Activity
with a downloadable activity sheet
to keep the kids entertained while
encouraging them to value sustainability through reuse. You can also
pick a sheet up from the Salvage
Shed front counter. Don’t forget to
take your pencil!
For more information, visit:
www.ballina.nsw.gov.au.

Lismore Council is working hard
to ensure financial sustainability
and their waste strategy has a focus
on reprocessing recyclable materials into useful products and setting
up repair cafes – this could be a real
opportunity for new businesses.
Lismore City Council has put its
Draft Lismore Resource Recovery
and Residual Waste Strategy 2022
to 2032 on public exhibition. The
strategy aims to improve the
community’s knowledge about
recycling.
The strategy was endorsed by
Council at its November (2021)
Ordinary Meeting and is based on
consultation with the community
and local businesses, and is aligned
with the new NSW Waste and Sustainable Materials Strategy.
The 10-year strategy will see Lismore and its villages move beyond
management of waste and towards
a circular economy approach.
Lismore City Council Business
Manager of Commercial Services,
Kevin Trustum, said the transition

to circular economy will improve
our sustainability and the local
economy.
The strategy includes four key
initiatives that are to transition
to a circular economy: build a
Community Circular Economy Hub
in Lismore with strong links to
the villages; build a new regional
Materials Recovery Facility with
modern technology to support a
growing regional population and
create redundancy in the recycling
system; and lastly to establish a
Circular Economy Precinct at the
Lismore Recycling & Recovery Facility that will process waste products
back into materials that can be
reused locally.
For more information visit:
lismore.nsw.gov.au.

Tweed Council
Tweed Shire Council is tracking
well on reducing its impact on the
Tweed’s internationally significant
environment highlighted in its
Environmental Sustainability Performance Report for the 12 months to
July 2021, which highlighted a six
per cent reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions compared to the
previous year.
52kW of new solar and replacement of 6,400 streetlights with
LED lightbulbs have been major
contributors to the decrease in
Council’s emissions.

www.echo.net.au
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doing to build sustainability into our lives?
More energy efficiency, solar,
and batteries projects are underway to meet its target to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from
its electricity use by 25 per cent by
2022 and 50 per cent by 2025.
Sustainability is also at the
forefront of road operations with 90
per cent of material excavated from
infrastructure worksites being repurposed, particularly roads material.
The Tweed Organics Processing
Facility has been receiving food
and garden materials collected
from green bins since August 2021.
More than 10,000 tonnes have been
diverted from landfill since the
facility opened.
Protecting and restoring the
Tweed’s unique and significant
biodiversity is also being promoted
through Council’s Private Land
Conservation Program. There are
currently 30 projects restoring
20 hectares of habitat helping
to protect numerous threatened
plants and animals and almost 200
environmentally minded landholders are now registered to the Land
for Wildlife Scheme.
Tweed Shire Council actively
manages threats to Bush Stonecurlews (Burhinus grallarius),
listed as Endangered in NSW. Loss
of habitat, and fox predation, are
the main causes for this groundnesting bird’s decline.
Through a monitoring program,

The Tweed Shire is home to many unique and wonderful wildlife species including coastal
ground-nesting birds such as the Bush Stone-curlew. Photo David Charley
strategic 1080 baiting of foxes prior
to the commencement of their
breeding season and nest protection measures, the population of
these birds has risen rapidly since a
single breeding pair was identified
in 2012.
It is estimated there is now a
minimum of 128 Bush Stone-curlews
on the Tweed Coast, now the most
significant population in NSW.
For more information, visit:
tweed.nsw.gov.au.

Byron Council
Byron Shire Council is now sourcing
60 per cent of its total electricity
needs from one wind farm in the
NSW Southern Tablelands. The

remaining 40 per cent is being
sourced from certified GreenPower
projects.
Council has also upgraded the
electric-vehicle charging station
under the solar in the Mullumbimby
car park. The new charger is a dualport 22 kW station that can charge
two cars simultaneously. However,
you now have to pay for it!
Byron Shire Council’s work
with rural communities in the
last 18 months is paying massive
dividends for property owners, and
more importantly, for the environment. As part of its support for
farmers, Council was successful in
obtaining a grant as part of the Australian Government’s ‘Combatting

You can book Byron Council’s trailer by calling
the Resource Recovery Hotline on 1300 652 625.
Photo supplied

Pests and Weeds During Drought’
project, which has benefitted more
than 280 farmers and landholders
in the Byron Shire.
More than $70,000 in funding
from the NSW Government will be
used by Council to develop longterms plans to protect and improve
biodiversity in the Byron Shire. The
funding will be spread across four
projects: updating the mapping
of vegetation and areas of high
environmental value; identifying
open forest ecosystems that will
benefit from the reintroduction
of ecological fire management;
auditing threatened plant species
along Council roads; and studying
the impact of recreational use on

coastal biodiversity, wildlife, and
habitats.
A free trailer is now available
for Byron residents so they can
drop off bulky waste to the Byron
Resource Recovery Centre (BRRC),
take home a bargain from the secondhand shop, or purchase some
quality mulch for their gardens.
The trailer service is one of several
prevention strategies that Council
is putting in place to reduce the
amount of illegal dumping in the
Byron Shire.
People can book the trailer
by calling the Resource Recovery
Hotline on 1300 652 625.
For more information, visit:
byron.nsw.gov.au.

Best quality, unrivalled
knowledge and support.
Real business, no subcontractors, and
actual warranty support.
Family owned, family run. Custom
designed systems.
Authorised dealers for Hyundai, Q Cells, Fronius,
Selectronic, Century yuasa, Tesla and Powerplus.
Electric Lic 124600c

OFF GRID
SPECIALISTS
Proudly serving Tweed and Byron for 25 years now. Authorised
service agents for Selectronic, Fronius and Tesla products.

Call us on 6679 7228 / M: 0428 320 262
E: sunbeamsolar@bigpond.com
www.echo.net.au
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Sustainable transport and the double-edged sword of electromobility
David Lisle

‘Clean energy has dirty
sources and the flood of new
mines required to bring about
a transformation of global
energy supply will surely
involve environmental and
social consequences.’

S

ustainable transport often
seems synonymous with
electric vehicles. But planetary salvation is less simple than
swapping your internal combustion
engine Ford Falcon for a batterypowered Tesla. A more thorough reimagining of how we live, involving
low-tech solutions like bicycles and
old-school notions like restraint, is
probably in order.
A local climate activist recently
spoke about the need to ‘transition from an energy system born
of rape of the earth, to one born
of the sun and the wind and the
sea’. I have great sympathy with
this sentiment. But unfortunately,
the energy system we’re slowly
transitioning towards – whether
we call it renewable, clean, green,
or whatever – involves an orgy of
earth rape.
The mining industry will not
disappear in the era of ubiquitous
renewable energy; it will diversify.
Wind turbines and solar panels,
as well as the electric vehicles and
other modes of electromobility
they power, are complex amalgams
of metals and minerals. As fossil
fuel use declines and green energy
proliferates, the production of rare
earths like neodymium, and metals
such as lithium, copper, graphite,
cobalt, nickel, platinum, and

Do we need to re-imagine the future rather than expecting to continue
as we are and assuming that technology will allow endless supplies of
electricity with no consequences? Photo David Lisle
bauxite will massively expand.
Clean energy has dirty sources
and the flood of new mines
required to bring about a transformation of global energy supply
will surely involve environmental
and social consequences. Mineral
deposits in the poor global south
will be exploited so that people in
rich countries might wear the halo
of sustainability.
The electrification of transport is
akin to a double-edged sword. It is
great in terms of carbon emissions,
especially where transport is public
and well patronised. Even a private
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electric car, when charged with
renewable energy, might only emit
a quarter as much greenhouse gas
as a fossil-fuelled vehicle over its
lifecycle. But the extraction and
processing of rare earths and other
minerals required for clean energy
is an expensive, chemically complex
process, requiring vast quantities of
energy, water, and acid, often leaving radioactive waste.

Shifting the burden
Don’t get me wrong: the world
is on fire and we desperately
need to stop burning fossil fuels.

My overriding concern is that the
objective of transitioning to renewable energy without decreasing
our overall energy use merely shifts
the burden. The transport sector
exemplifies this conundrum.
The best thing we can do for
the planet is use less energy. Yet
conservation and energy efficiency
measures are dull. It’s much more
glamorous to drive a Tesla. And
it’s big business too. The world’s
two richest men, Elon Musk and
Jeff Bezos, are heavily invested in
electric vehicles. Bezos recently
acquired a large stake in Rivian,
maker of electric pickups and SUVs.
Promoting electric vehicle
uptake, while laudable, reinforces
the status quo of mobility centred
on the private car, something we
must abandon. Mobility problems
will not be solved by giving everyone a car. Even if we deal with
clean energy’s dirty sources, traffic

congestion, carparks and unequal
access to opportunity will remain.
Making transport sustainable,
rather than simply decarbonising
it, involves a suite of challenges. We
must travel differently and less. We
could even practise localisation.
Veteran environmentalist Bill
McKibben recently wrote in The
New Yorker: ‘As hard as it will be to
rewire the planet’s energy system
by decade’s end, I think it would be
harder – impossible, in fact – to sufficiently rewire social expectations,
consumer preferences, and settlement patterns in that short stretch’.
He’s probably right. We focus on
techno-fixes like reducing vehicular
emissions because our lifestyles
are considered non-negotiable.
Climate activists fight for renewable energy for all so we don’t have
to change the way we live.
The car’s flexibility offers us the
freedom of the road and encourages expansive mobility. But I really
don’t think you need a two-tonne
electric SUV to drop the kids at
school or fetch groceries, tasks that
can be adequately accomplished by
school buses and bicycles – which,
incidentally, are now available in
electric versions.
Most car journeys would never
be made by public transport or
with human power. When you
hop the bus or travel by bike, it’s
remarkable where you don’t go.

www.echo.net.au
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Top health researchers highlight threat of climate change
The Australian Academy of Health and Medical Sciences says climate change is an urgent health priority
Cosmos Magazine

C

limate change is one of the
greatest threats to human
health and wellbeing in
the 21st century, according to the
Australian Academy of Health and
Medical Sciences (AAHMS).
‘A growing body of scientific
evidence demonstrates unequivocally the risks of a warming climate,
revealing potentially devastating
health impacts on the people
of Australia, our region, and the
world,’ they say.
Their statement came on World
Health Day 2022, which had the
theme of ‘Our planet, our health’.
‘It is no longer time for healthcare as usual,’ says Warwick Anderson, co-chair of the AAHMS Climate
Change and Health Steering Committee. ‘Our health and wellbeing
are under immediate threat.’
The statement outlines key
priorities for the health and medical research sector, which include:
promoting recognition of the health
impacts of climate change; delivering research that advances knowledge of these impacts and how to
manage them; and collaborating
with First Nations communities
and experts to amplify First Nations
voices and learn from Indigenous
knowledge.

The AAHMS spent two years
reviewing evidence and facilitating expert discussions on
the impacts of climate change
on health.

‘What good is it to cure
people and send them back
into an increasingly unsafe
environment?’

Impacts of extreme
weather deadly
‘Climate change and its associated pressures have a huge impact
on human health,’ explains Fran
Baum, co-chair of the AAHMS Climate Change and Health Steering
Committee.
She points to the negative
health impacts of extreme weather
events such as floods and heatwaves, the spread of diseases such
as Japanese encephalitis to new
regions, and the loss of homes to
rising sea levels – and that’s just the
start.
‘The WHO (World Health
Organization) says that 13 people
die every minute around the world
from conditions related to air pollution, like lung cancer, strokes and
heart disease – and the pollution
is essentially from fossil fuels,’ says
Baum.
‘And of course, all these pressures have a mental health impact
on people too.’
Baum, an expert in the social
and commercial determinants of

health, highlights how the risks of
climate change fall disproportionately on people and countries who
are already less advantaged.
‘Many old people living in
poverty will say, “I can’t afford to
turn the heating on in winter or the
air conditioning on in summer”,
and we know that those extreme
temperatures have an impact on
people, particularly if they have an
existing chronic disease.’
More effort is needed, she says,
to make buffers against climate
change impacts, such as insulation
and solar panels, available to all,
regardless of income.

Zero carbon healthcare
The AAHMS statement also
stresses the need to make healthcare itself more environmentally
sustainable. According to the statement, Australia’s healthcare system
is responsible for about seven per
cent of the country’s total carbon
emissions, mostly stemming from

hospitals and the pharmaceutical industry.
The United Kingdom’s
National Health Service (NHS)
has already set a target to
achieve a net zero health
system by 2040, and created
a role of chief sustainability
officer to support this goal.
‘It’s a bit more complicated in
Australia because of the states,’
says Baum. ‘We need agreements
between the federal and the state
[governments], giving incentives
to hospitals to help them to reduce
their carbon emissions.’
Strategies could include the
introduction of electric cars,
installing solar power, and high
environmental standards for new
healthcare buildings. Baum also
highlights the need for investment
in positions, similar to the [UK] NHS
chief sustainability officer, who
can take responsibility for leading
and implementing these strategies
across the sector.
Altogether, changes in both
attitude and action will be needed
to meet the challenges of climate
change.
‘It’s really important to care for
people, obviously, but we also have
to care for the planet and for future
generations,’ says Baum.
‘What good is it to cure people

and send them back into an
increasingly unsafe environment?
That’s what we’re doing at the
moment.’

Planning essential
‘A well-defined, quick, and
staged path to a net-zero world is
needed to ensure the health and
wellbeing of all Australians,’ says
Ingrid Scheffer, president of the
AAHMS.
‘The Australian Academy of
Health and Medical Sciences is
committed to supporting this
endeavour, and this statement
outlines specific steps we will take
to ensure we are playing our part.’
‘We know what measures will
mitigate and alleviate climate
change,’ Baum says.
‘Can we imagine in 20 years’
time, where we’re building buildings that are more in keeping with
our environment; where we have
lots and lots of jobs in renewable
energy and the restoration of environments; where individuals are
much healthier … I think we need
to offer people this vision of a much
better society.’

enovaenergy.com.au
02 5622 1700

Enova Energy. Your local, community-owned energy
provider, born right here in the Northern Rivers.
We’re a community-owned social enterprise. We reinvest back
into local communities. And we’re committed to a 100% renewable
energy future – proudly powered by our own customer rooftops
and Diamond Energy, a renewable energy generator. Giving you
an easy way to take immediate climate action!

Daryl and partner Sarah
Northern Rivers residents
Energy Consultant Enova Community Energy

Now one of the most recognised green energy
providers in 2022:
• No. 1 and 5-Star rated in the Green Electricity Guide
• Canstar Blue’s Green Excellence Award – Energy
• Named by CHOICE as one of the best for service
and environmental sustainability

Switch to award-winning Enova Energy and we will
donate $50 on your behalf to NSW & QLD flood relief.
LOCAL | COMMUNITY-OWNED | RENEWABLES-FOCUSSED | SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
www.echo.net.au
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Aussies talking dirty – it’s time to bring it down
Mandy Nolan

W

hen it comes to carbon
emissions, Aussies are
talking dirty.
We are one of the highest per
capita CO2 emitters in the world.
The average household of 2.6
people has an annual carbon footprint of 15–20 tonnes of CO2 per year.
To limit global warming to below 1.5
degrees by 2050 we have to bring
this down to two tonnes per year.
Sometimes it feels too big.
But we can do something. And
something is always better than
nothing. I’ll be honest – it’s going to
take more than a $100 metal lunch
box and riding your bike to work
to impact our overall carbon emissions. It’s going to take systemic
change. But while you’re waiting,
why not be the change you want
to see? Making the changes in your
home may have minimal impact
on our overall carbon emissions
but it’s the beginning of a cultural
change. Where we communicate
to our community and our government that there are better ways
of living. It’s not just good for the
planet, it’s good for us. It’s the
carbon-neutral diet!

Do you really need it?
It’s basically about more of
‘less’. The capitalist economy
thrives on addictive consumer

behaviour. We buy too much.
And therefore we throw away too
much. One of the first things we
can do is to be conscious of what
we buy. Don’t buy fast fashion.
Don’t buy mass-produced goods.
Be mindful of where things are
made, how they were made, and
how people were paid. Do you
need it? The best way to ensure
a low carbon footprint is to buy
local – from local producers and
artisans. And if you don’t need it,
don’t buy it.
Grow veges. Producing your own
food is key. We’ve become dependent on a system that is unsustainable, and become deskilled from
some of our primary human
survival skills: growing food. It’s not
just a great way to have an impact
on emissions, it’s healthier. It’s not
contaminated with spray, it hasn’t
been transported from overseas, or
frozen for long periods of time.
A diet where you eat fewer
animals is another good way of
reducing your carbon footprint.
Eating no animals at all is probably
best. Agriculture is a significant
contributor to carbon emissions.
But this doesn’t work for everyone,
so as with everything, eat locally.
Meat produced from local farms is
going to have fewer food miles. If
you can’t manage a vegetarian or
vegan diet, just have a few animalproduct-free days.

Reduce your single-use plastics.
This can be hard, because plastic
usage has become embedded with
our fast-paced lifestyles and our
need for convenience. Have you
ever tried to take sliced bread home
in a paper bag? It means buying
bread from bakeries, or somewhere
they aren’t pre-wrapped. It means
having your own drawstring bags
for vegetables or loose items (my
12-year-old has just made us a
set). We’ve all got pretty good at
eliminating single-use shopping
bags and straws, so now it’s time
to go in deeper. Could you remove
all plastic from your life? Try it for
a month. It’s a great challenge for
your family.

Turn off the lights and
get your ugg boots
Here’s my husband’s favourite:
turn off the lights. Yeah, hate to say
it. He’s right. And less light actually
helps you sleep better. You can also
turn off your computer when it’s
not in use, and other appliances.
And try to avoid heating. Whack
on a jumper and ugg boots. In
summer, sleep nude under a
mozzie net on the balcony. Our
desire for temperature ‘comfort’
is killing us – and ironically it’s
creating a planet with unliveable
temperatures!
A big impact on reducing your

carbon footprint is installing a
standard household solar photovoltaic system. Taking construction
into account it will reduce your
household emissions by about half
a tonne of CO2 per year.
Here’s something none of us
like that much. Re-think travel.
Use public transport, bikes, walk,
car pool… and if you can afford
the transition, get an EV. Flying is a
massive emitter so make sure it’s a
direct flight… and maybe rethink
where you are going and why.
This is hard for me as my kids live
in Melbourne. I have to offset my
travel.
Plant trees. Lots of them. Trees
sequester carbon. It’s the obvious
solution. Reducing our carbon
footprint has to go hand in hand
with protecting wild spaces, and
planting trees where there has
been deforestation.
Everything I have suggested is
expensive. You have to be affluent
to do all this. It’s the privilege of
the middle class to be able to
afford $100 metal lunch boxes and
solar panels and electric vehicles
and locally produced food. That’s
because our entire system, taxes
and tariffs, is all hinged around
climate change-causing mass consumption. It shouldn’t be geared
this way. And it doesn’t have to be.
The best way to impact your
carbon footprint is to change the

system. The only way to change the
system is about who is in government and what their policies are.
According to data from the
Cop26 in Glasgow, on a per capita
basis Australia has the highest
greenhouse gas emissions from
coal power in the world, nearly
double those in China. This takes a
while to sink in. How can China be
doing better than us? China is the
world’s top emitter. The country
that contributes a quarter of the
world’s greenhouse gas! But China
pledged to reduce coal and has
been the biggest investor in renewable energy over the last decade.
They’re engaged in forestry programs to reduce soil erosion and
pollution. And what are we doing?
Turning up at Cop26 holding hands
with Santos, a fossil-fuel company.
So we’re coming up to a federal
election. Maybe it’s time to think
about our emissions.
There are currently 114 new
projects in the pipeline approved
by both major parties. And we’re on
our hands and knees planting trees
and growing vegetables?
It’s time to demand an end to all
new coal and gas projects. Let’s be
world leaders, not world bleeders.
■ If you want to hook up with a

community of people trying to
reduce carbon footprint try Zero
Emissions Byron – zerobyron.org.

Murwillumbah
now open!
gluten free & plant based options
certified organic fruit & veg
qualified naturopaths
bulk wholefoods
organic skincare
& more

Shop 1, 66 Murwillumbah Street
flannerys.com.au
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Celebrate
local delights at

The North Coast has so much to offer when it comes to divine local produce.
Nourish Food Fest will be held at Norco Primex (May 19–21) for the first time this year, celebrating and showcasing this amazing
industry. Come along and sample craft beverages, relax with a plate of delicious food and listen to performances by local musicians.

Secrets from the chefs
The kitchen stage will be a hive of activity with daily cooking demonstrations from the
Ballina RSL’s executive chef, Stephen Mills. Watch as he creates stunning dishes that bring
out the best in our local ingredients – and then taste the result! He’ll also bring other local
chefs onto the stage to share some of their best tips and techniques. This is a true paddock
to plate experience that brings farmers and foodies together.

Supporting our producers
Nourish is part of the “comeback” process for many food and beverage
producers who were hit hard by the devastating floods. These local
businesses can’t wait to share their products with you as they prepare
for a brighter future. Some of them you already know and love, but

Music to soothe the soul
Food and drinks go hand-in-hand with live
entertainment to create a relaxed vibe. Over
three days, you’ll hear from talented local
musicians, including:
• Luke Yeaman with his beautiful acoustics
and unique reinterpretations of modern and
classic songs.
• JESA, a folk pop songstress who uses her
music to shed light on social injustices with
messages of hope.
• Ben Kuhl, who originally hails from Byron Bay
and has performed at venues across Australia
with internationally acclaimed artists.
• Glenn Massey and his popular mix of rock
and roll, country, pop and bluegrass.
• Roo, who has been entertaining crowds on
the North Coast since the 1980s.
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there are new ones to discover. Exhibitors include Two Mates Brewing,
Winding Road Distilling Co, Norco, Critters Distillery, OMG Donuts
Lismore, Cape Byron Distillery, Lambruk Pantry, Nimbin Valley Dairy,
and JunkYard Barbeque, to name just a few!

People’s Day and
discounted tickets
Northern Rivers residents will
be able to attend Norco Primex,
including the Nourish Food
Fest, for free on People’s Day,
Thursday, 19 May. After the tragic
effects of the floods, this is an
opportunity to come together
in a positive environment, relax
with family and friends, and heal
as a community. People’s Day
tickets are only available online,
for people in eligible postcodes
(2469–2490 and 2450–2464).
Ticket holders must provide proof
of residency at the gate.

Discounted early bird
tickets are also available
at www.primex.net.au
www.echo.net.au
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How now sans cow? Is eating meat so bad?
Aletha Zylstra

W

hat action can we take
right now that will help
to radically reshape our
relationship with nature on a societal scale? Many good folks will say
the answer is simple: Go vegan. But
many who raise and care for the
animals whose products society
benefits from will say ‘It’s not the
cow, it’s the how’. They are referring
to how livestock can be managed
to help restore the environment we
all live in.
The documentary Cowspiracy
(2014) presents a convincing case
that ending all animal agriculture
(AA) is the most immediately
impactful means to address
climate change. To make this case
it focuses on North American practices of industrial AA (IAA).

Is veganism the answer?
In 2017, a study by Robin R White
and Mary Beth Hall concluded that
a mass shift to veganism would not
produce the greenhouse gas (GHG)
reductions aspired to. Their models
also focused on US IAA and suggested that without it, their total
food production would increase
(23 per cent) and agricultural GHG
would decrease (28 per cent), but
the changes would only achieve a
2.6 per cent reduction of total US
10
GHG emissions overall.

Regenerative farming seeks to ensure that animal agriculture
contributes to combatting global warming rather than be a contributing
factor. Photo Jeff Dawson
The disappointing final figure
in GHG reduction, explain White
and Hall, is because of three
consequences of removing animals
from all US agriculture: the need
to synthesise fertiliser in a system
without animals; the need to
dispose of the human-inedible
portions of crops previously used
as feed for animals; and the inputs
(of chemicals and energy) required
to produce additional crops on
land previously used by animals.
Their results are not surprising
given that the US is the ‘poster
child’ for everything that’s wrong
with industrial, monoculture,

petrochemical-reliant farming.
Meanwhile, feedlots (how the
majority of American cattle are
raised) are not how the majority
of farmers around the world raise
large ruminants (grazing animals
with more than one stomach); they
are the exception, not the rule.
According to Peter (surname
withheld), a second-generation
cattle farmer in the Northern
Rivers, three quarters of beef cattle
in Australia are grass-fed. The
industrial feedlot farms that raise
the other quarter tend to be owned
by large corporate entities, whose
operations, much like the mining

industry, would not be financially
viable without government subsidies – such as the diesel fuel excise.
A more effective way to address
the impacts of Australia’s AA on climate change, Peter argues, would
be for government support to focus
on education and implementation
of regenerative agriculture (RA).
Through this process, he says,
the majority of farms with large
ruminants have great potential for
carbon sequestration, increasing
biodiversity, and improving soil
water retention, and possibly
increased profitability, through
very achievable changes in grazing
practices.

look after them till they all die of
something?’.
Animal rights’ activists
disregard the reality that ‘When a
regenerative farmer raises a cow,
or any animal, they’re 100 per cent
invested in that animal’s wellbeing.
But the fact is, everything dies, and
in nature things eat other things
for the cycle of life to continue. In
a regenerative farming system,
animals have a really good life,
then just one really bad day. It’s a
lot tougher for animals in the wild,’
says Peter.

What if no cows?

On the question of local effects
from not having cows around,
How to move forward
Peter points to how much bigger
Peter feels that IAA and ‘oldthe problem with invasive weed
school’ colonial grazing practices
species would become. ‘We’ve seen
have a lot to answer for – and they
it already with the loss of all our
have to stop. He is among the
small dairy farms. Invasive species
swelling ranks worldwide of regenlike camphor are among of the
erative farmers whose relationship
biggest threats to our biodiversity.
with nature is a world away from
Grazing can be managed in ways
those critiqued in Cowspiracy. I
that restore the environment; and
asked Peter to consider the same
it’s not harder, it’s just different’.
question as Hall and White: ‘What
A whole-of-society shift to
would happen – locally, and more
veganism is not going to be the easy
broadly – if we stopped all AA?’.
fix that is desired, bringing with
‘For starters’, he says, ‘how
it a range of other environmental
would we do it? Do we slaughter
and animal-welfare issues. When
them all at once? Do we just let
considering the options before us,
them go – not a good idea – or do
RA offers systemic change with
we just stop breeding them? But
improved outcomes for the environechonews.com.au Thursday, May 24, 2018
then how do farmers afford to
ment and for animal welfare.

DEMO YARD
Give

BUILDING, DEMOLISHING,
Building,
demolishing, RENOVATING?
Renovating?

Give
us a ring
before
getthe
thewreckers
wreckers in.
pay
cash
for everything.
us
a ring
before
youyou
get
in.We
We
pay
cash
for everything.

We are the biggest recycling yard on the coast with more than two acres of stock to choose from including:
• Huge range of hardwood • Architectural features and unique one off items • Doors, Lighting, Bathrooms
BUYING & SELLING, FROM BALLINA TO BEENLEIGH 6 DAYS A WEEK... RED NED’S SALVAGE & SECONDHAND
46 MACHINERY DRIVE TWEED HEADS SOUTH

07 5524 4244
www.echo.net.au

MON–FRI 8.30am – 4.30pm
SAT 8.30am – 1.30pm DST

We are the biggest recycling yard on the coast with
over 2 acres of stock to choose from including: May 4, 2022
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What are the options for building our energy future?
Aslan Shand

I

have to admit that I was a little
envious of people who had
their own solar set up when
our electricity went out during the
recent flooding; at least they were
able to keep the lights on!
And that is the thing about
renewable energy, from small scale
to large there are myriad options
out there and something for everyone. From large-scale businesses
and organisations putting solar
panels on their roofs to reduce
energy costs to Byron Hospital’s
720 kilowatt system that will be the
largest rooftop-mounted PV (photovoltaic) installation on the north
coast to individual homes.
But the key here is that we need
to transition away from fossil fuels
that are fuelling rapidly increasing
global heating, and fast. Renewable
energy options include solar, wind,
hydro, tidal, biomass, thermal,
and the emergence of hydrogen.
The geographical location, and
size of project, are key to the type
of renewable energy consumption
an individual or business develops
and utilises. For example in the UK
they are now predicting that 11 per
cent of their energy needs could be
supplied by tidal energy.
Like any country it will take a
wide range of renewable energy
generation for a successful mix of

An aerial view of Byron Central Hospital that will soon have the
largest photovoltaic installation on the north coast. Photo supplied
renewable energies to power the
future in Australia as we shift away
from coal and gas.
A key development that is currently taking place is in the area
of hybrid systems that combine
renewable energy with battery
storage.
‘It is going to be all sizes of
renewable energy required from
large scale down to households
working alongside each other to
ensure that there is enough energy
in the grid,’ said Enova Community
Energy Managing Director, Felicity
Stening.
‘We know that Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO) predicts
one in two households will have

Solar Gardens are a way for people who have no roof to put solar panels on to
access renewable energy. Image Enova Community Energy

solar and battery installations by
2050 in Australia and the uptake
of battery systems are expcted
to surge.Rooftop solar in coming
decade will increase by three to
nine times and possibly as high as
82 gW by 2050. Residential solar is
expected to grow by 37 per cent by
2050.

Should I still get solar
panels at home?
‘In terms of rooftop solar, given
that the price of selling excess is
going down and continues to go
down it is still worthwhile. People
were [historically] over sizing
their solar rooftop systems to take

advantage of tariffs. However, we
recommend that people size their
systems appropriately for their
home, house, and family needs.
Adding a battery is very beneficial.
We recommend that people install
batteries so they can store the
energy and use it overnight.’

More change needed to
accommodate the future
Ms Stening said that Enova
Community Energy and others
are looking at micro grids and
community batteries and are currently advocating for rule changes
for micro-grids on the ground
to ensure that they are able to

function effectively both within the
broader energy network and at a
community level.
‘There are a lot of solutions: for
example solar gardens for people
who are locked out of owning
solar and batteries and demand
management for households and
business to manage and control
their energy.’
However, Ms Stening says it is
still vital that we look at how we
use energy in our lives from how
we build and retrofit our homes
and businesses as well as how
we use in other industries like
transport.
‘The greenest electricity is
always the energy we didn’t use.’

ELECTRIC VEHICLE SHOWCASE
Ethical social enterprise Good Car Co have
teamed up with Enova Community Energy to
offer quality new and used electric vehicles
through the EV bulk buy. Save significantly
compared to the price of a new vehicle.

100% ELECTRIC
POLESTAR 2
HYUNDAI IONIQ AND KONA
NISSAN LEAF
SCAN TO REGISTER
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Morrison’s gas-led recovery and climate action
Jim Beatson

M

ost Australians know
the news, or have had
firsthand experiences
themselves, of two years of floods,
fires, coastal erosion, and storms,
both here and overseas. In fact
Australia has warmed on average
by 1.44 ± 0.24 °C since national
records began in 1910.
Scott Morrison, and Angus
Taylor, minister for Energy and
Emissions Reduction, say they will
meet the IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) agreed
targets of zero greenhouse
emissions ‘in a canter’ by 2050,
and ‘reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions to 26–28 per cent below
2005 levels by 2030’.
What policy will achieve this?
A quick reality check shows we are
heading in the wrong direction.
Last year, Australia overtook Qatar,
becoming the world’s largest
exporter of liquefied natural gas
(LNG). We’re already the world’s
second-largest exporter of thermal
coal, and largest for metallurgical
coal.
The IPCC says global emissions
must peak within three years
to have any chance of keeping
warming below 1.5°C. The IPCC’s
Australian vice-president, Professor
Mark Howden, says ‘global
emissions must fall 50 per cent by

www.echo.net.au

2030 and reach net zero by about
2045 to limit warming to between
1.5 degrees and under 2 degrees’,
which is even beyond Labor’s
promise.
So how will a ‘gas-led
recovery policy’ actually work?
The development of Australia’s
policy has profoundly changed.
Government policy is now ‘made
on the run’ combined with favours
for allies. Morrison was pushed by
both the IPCC’s COP26 meeting
as well as facing action demands
over our recent catastrophic
floods. So unilaterally Australia’s
parliamentary policy-making
process for the past 120 years was
sacrificed.
Previously high-level policy
options in particular areas were
produced by senior ministerial staff
working directly for the prime minister or a minister. In Foreign Affairs
or Defence these papers are called
White Papers. Policies are then
discussed by the party’s relevant
committee and parliamentary committees and then finally adopted by
Cabinet or the ‘Inner Cabinet’ – a
small group of the most-senior
Cabinet members.
Once the Country Party became
the National Party and switched
from representing rural interests to
one representing mining interests,
the tail began wagging the dog, a
system enabling the coalition to

Indicative emissions reductions sources 2020 to 2030

govern. And the Nationals made
big demands for its support. The
price for Nationals electorate
‘sweeteners’ was $A15 billion,
forming a significant part of the
coalition’s cash-splash announced
just before the election.
The result is the ‘gas-led
recovery’ and its twin, ‘the
hydrogen gas revolution’. The PM
said there is ‘no credible energy
transition plan for an economy like
Australia that does not involve the
greater use of gas’ following the
coronavirus recession. He repeated
this in a National Press Club
address in February 2022.
Morrison’s government has 10
new gas projects lined up, totaling
around $A56 billion, due to come
online within the next five years.
But our Australian Energy Market

Operator regulator (AEMO) says
new gas-fired power is less likely
to be affordable than like-for-like
alternatives that can provide
dispatchable power, such as large
government batteries, pumped
hydro, domestic rooftop-fed
batteries, and demand response
programs that pay consumers to
reduce consumption at peak times.
Hydrogen is a wonderful fuel
for energy and moving vehicles.
But there are two ways to produce
it: with renewable energy or with
non-renewable energy. Morrison
has chosen the latter, ie use nonrenewables to produce renewable
energy.
Here’s the Morrison’s
government’s previous official
policy mechanism for achieving
their 2030 target (see graphic).

The largest carbon reduction
of over one-third comes from the
Emissions Reductions Fund, a
scheme where rural landowners
plant forests on unused land who
can then on-sell their carbon
offsets commercially to polluters.
This system has recently
been subject to media attacks
by Australia’s Climate Council as
a scam. They claim that many
billions of dollars paid by Australia’s
government to some farmers are
for land so dry the planted forests
quickly die. Or for trees that are not
new trees but just existing ones.
The Climate Council remains
Australia’s foremost climatechange expert body, which
previously was funded by
government but defunded by the
Abbott government in 2013. It is
now a non-profit headed by IPCC
contributors Professors Will Steffen
and Tim Flannery.
The next largest source, offering
just under one-third of our planned
emissions reduction, are the
National Energy Productivity Plans.
However, there appears to be no
additional funding specifically
allocated for implementation.
With policy ‘made on the run’,
little wonder children are taking to
the streets and some newlyweds
are abandoning the idea of giving
birth without action on climate
policy.
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Leaders in
regenerative
agriculture
We can wish it were otherwise or we can roll up our sleeves
and make the change. The climate crisis demands action.
At Southern Cross University, we created Australia’s first
degree in Regenerative Agriculture, focusing on the science
of regeneration and calling on our global reputation for
plant, earth and forest science expertise. You can join a new
generation of agriculturalists and farmers studying to ensure
a better tomorrow for our land.

You could study:
• Bachelor of Science (Regenerative Agriculture)
• Graduate Certificate in Regenerative Agriculture
• Graduate Diploma in Regenerative Agriculture
• Master of Science (Environmental Science
and Management)

scu.edu.au/regenerative-agriculture

Transforming
Tomorrow
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